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Abstract 

This paper discusses and defines XML functional dependency and XML multi-valued 

dependency, making the formal definition of XML functional dependency and XML multi-

valued dependency and further defines the XML-trivial functional dependency and multi-

valued dependency. It defines the logical implication, base closures and minimal dependence 

and gives the set of inference rules that effectiveness and completeness are proved when 

functional dependency and multi-valued dependency exist simultaneously. 
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1. Introduction 

In the wake of the range XML application being wider and wider, there search of XML 

constraints becomes one of the most important tasks. More and more data are stored 

permanently in the form of XML, XML date-dependency is a very important field of 

research, such as how to design XML database efficiently to avoid redundancy and update 

anomalies. Data dependency plays an important role in database design, data management, 

data security, data mining and other fields. Data dependency can express the semantic 

information between the data, and more importantly the purpose of it is to design the core 

part of good data patterns, also the basis of standardized design. With XML being introduced 

by W3C as a standard for data exchange on the internet, but because of the limitations in the 

semantic relationship expression between the data, the study of it is becoming increasingly 

important. In this essay, related data-dependency theory systems from relational database are 

drawn, and the formal definition of XML functional dependency and XML multi-valued 

dependency is proposed, so is the inference rules based on XML functional dependency and 

XML multi-valued dependency. 

 

2. XML Mode 

XML plays an important role in the data on the internet, XML mode design has become a 

hot topic of research. XML mode is a language to describe a class of XML documents which 

related constraints. The constituent part of the mode include: data type, element part, text 

type, entity type and its notation. Through a general document vocabulary can explain the 

meaning, function and usage of each part, and the relationship of various components by the 

structure constraints. Currently there are numerous XML modes being widely used, such as 

XML-Data, XML Schema, DTD (document type definition) and etc., while DTD is favored 

by the researchers because of its good consistency, scalability, simple use, compatibility and 

other features as the application of XML schema. DTD schema can guarantee the document 

format is correct. By judging whether the XML document meets the DTD schema, the 

effectiveness of the document and the correctness of the element of the document and the 

use of properties is obviously knowable. Therefore, DTD schema of XML document is used 

the most frequently and maturely. 
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Before XML functional dependency and multi-valued dependency formal definition 

given, an example should be presented. 

 

 

Figure 1. An XML DTD D1 which Meets Fully Documented Instances of T1 

As can be seen from the document tree T1, the data dependency between the data of this 

XML document exists in the document tree structure. In the information of the course, its 

number is the unique identifier which determines its name accordingly. In the information of 

the student, the number of the student determines the name of the student, similarly, 

teachers’ job number determines the name of the teacher, the modification of which bears 

similarities with the key concept of the relational database. In addition, there exist 

constraints: a course is taught by several teachers and a student can be guided by several 

teachers. These are more complex situations. 

According to the description of the constraints, it can be seen that the data redundancy 

exists in the XML document. From the above example of the XML document tree, the 

duplication of the information of courses, students and teachers stored exists. Therefore the 

XML document is not a well-designed DTD document. In the relational schema, mentioning 

redundancy implies some dependencies existing between the data. XML document is similar 

to relational database, and the interdependency relation between the data in the XML 

document leads to the presence of the data redundancy. Reference relationship database 

represents the concept of the data dependency relation, which defined as functional 

dependency and multi-valued dependency in the XML document. Because relational model 

is complicate while the XML document is hierarchical, description of the functional 

dependency and multi-valued dependency in the XML document is different from the 

description of the functional dependency and multi-valued dependency in the relational 

model. XML document’s hierarchy is described by the path expressions. 

Example1: the relational table that expresses the case in Figure.1 is presented as follows: 
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Table 1. A Case Based on Mode R 

Cno Cname Sno Sname Tno Tname 

C01 XML S001 Amily T001 Mary 

C01 XML S002 Stephen T001 Mary 

C01 XML S001 Amily T002 Anne 

C01 XML S002 Stephen T002 Anne 

 

From the analysis of the Figure 1 it is knowable that the redundancy exists in the 

relational model R. Two students (S001 and S002) have selected Course C01, and there are 

two teachers (T001 and T002) valid. Within each course, all the students and teachers have 

their corresponding name. Namely, during students learning each course, the relevant 

information will be stored repeatedly according to the number of the teachers who teach this 

course. 

The one-to-one relation among the properties in mode R can be represented by the 

functional dependency in the model R as follows: CnoCname, SnoSname, TnoTname 

In relational schema R, each course has a corresponding name, so does the student and 

teacher. This one-to-one relationship between properties is defined as functional 

dependency. 

The one-to-one relation among the properties in mode R can be represented by the 

functional dependency in the model R as follows: Cno Sno | Tno 

In relational schema, there are many students selecting the same course, (one-to-many 

relationship), which is similar to the relation between teachers and courses (one-to-many), 

but there is no direct relationship between students and teachers. This one-to-many 

relationship among properties is defined as multi-valued dependency. 

In Figure 1 the XML document instance tree is used to represent the relationship of chart 

1, it can be seen from the Figure 1 that instance tree T1 meets the existing of data 

redundancy in DTD D1,because in the XML document needs each course stored the 

information of students and teachers many times. If not, data inconsistencies and operational 

anomalies will arise. 

(1) Data redundancy. If a course is taught by several teachers, this course is required to 

store repeatedly. 

(2) Operational anomalies. Due to the presence of the redundancy in the data, all kinds of 

anomalies during operation will arise. 

(a)Update anomalies. If the information of a course needs to be updated, accordingly, all 

the information about the relevant students who have selected the course needs to be 

updated. Otherwise the data will be inconsistent. 

(b) Insertion anomalies. If a new teacher needs to be inserted in a course, his information 

needs to be inserted into the information files of all the students who have selected this 

course. Otherwise the data will be inconsistent. 

(c) Deletion anomalies. If a teacher needs to be deleted, his information in the information 

files of all the students who have selected this course needs to be deleted. Otherwise the data 

will be inconsistent. 

From the above analysis, it’s know able that the DTD D1mode is clearly not ideal, since 

there exists a direct relation both between the courses and students, and the courses and 

teachers. However, due to the connection mentioned above, D1 nests the students and the 

teacher which bear no direct relation, resulting in data redundancy and abnormal operation 
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3. The Functional Dependence and the Multiple-Valued Dependence of 

XML 
3.1. XML Functional Dependence 

It has relations among node sets in the document of XML. For instance, in the instance 

tree of Course.xml, each course has only one name, the same as teachers and students. This 

type of relation is named as the Functional Dependence of XML. Its formalized definition is 

as follow: 

Definition 1(Functional Dependence of XML, XFD)  DTD D given, T is a complete tree 

that satisfies D. Provided that P={p1,…,pk} and Q={q1,…,qm} are the route sets of D, 

k1,m1 ,(PQ)Paths(D). To any two groups of the route instance in Paths (Q): V={
1

1v .
1

2v . 

… .
1

1lv .
1

lv ,…,
mv1 .

mv2 . … .
m

nv 1 .
m

nv } And W={
1

1w .
1

2w . …
1

1lw .
1

lw ,…,
mw1 .

mw2 . … .
m

nw 1 .
m

nw },n1, if the 

following conditions are satisfied, it is called that the Functional Dependence of 

XML(p1,…,pk→q1,…,qm ) is presented in the mode D. 

By definition 1, route piqj is a prefix of qj. Hence, there is only one node that satisfies 

both in the set of {
iv1 ,…,

i

tv } and the set of N (piqj). Namely, there is only one node included 

in xij. Similarly, there is only one node included in yij. 

Case 2: In view of the presentation of Courses. Course. from the above analysis,  it's 

obvious(knowable)that the DTD D1mode is clearly not ideal. since there exists a direct 

relation both between the course and students, and the course the teacher. however, due to 

the connection mentioned above, D1 nests the students and the teacher which bear no direct 

relation, resulting in data redundancy and abnormal operationCno→Courses. Course.Cname, 

(k=m=1),the route living Cases of root v1.v2.v5 and v1.v3.v7 taken, and to make 
1

1v .
1

2v . … 

.
1

1nv .
1

nv  as v1.v2.v5,
1

1w .
1

2w . … .
1

1nw .
1

nw As v1.v3.v7, it is knowable that x11=v2,y11=v3. 

Because last (Courses. Course. 

Cno)E1,Nodes(v2,Courses.Course.Cno)=v4,Nodes(v3,Courses.Course.Cno)= 

v6,val(v4)=val(v6). Namely, 

val(Nodes(v2,Courses.Course.Cno))val(v3Courses.Course.Cno),then it has 

val(v5)=val(v7). Therefore,XFD; Courses.Course.Cno→Courses.Course.Cname is presented. 

In a similar way, Courses.Course.Student.SnoCourses. Course. Student.Sname 

Courses.Course.Student.Teacher.TnoCourses.Course.Student.Teacher. Tnameis presented 

as well. 

Based on definition of the Functional dependence of XML, this paper will give a 

conception of the trivial functional dependence of XML. 

Definition 2(trivial functional dependence of XML) Given DTD D, T is a complete tree 

that satisfies D. Provided P={p1,…,pk} and Q={q1,…,qm} are the route sets of D, k1,m1. 

If PQ, then functional dependence of XML(p1,...,pkq1,…,qm) is presented in mode D. It 

is called trivial functional dependence of XML. 

 

3.2. Multiple-Valued Dependence of XML 

Definition 3 (Multiple-valued dependence of XML, XMVD) Given DTD D, T is a 

complete tree that satisfies D. P={p1,...,pk},Q={q1,...,qm} and R={r1,...,rs} are all the routes of 

Paths(D), and k1,m1,s1,{{p1,...,pk}{q1,...,qm}{r1,...,rs}}Paths(D). To any two 

different route Cases: V={
1

1v .
1

2v . … .
1

1lv .
1

lv ,…,
mv1 .

mv2 . … .
m

nv 1 .
m

nv } And W={
1

1w .
1

2w . 

…
1

1lw .
1

lw ,…,
mw1 .

mw2 . … .
m

nw 1 .
m

nw } (1im, 1t), if the following conditions are satisfied, the 

multi-valued dependence of XML (p1,...,pk→→q1,…,qm|r1,…,rs) is presented in mode D. 

Val(
i

tv )val(
i

tw ); 

(1) val(
i

tv )val(
i

tw ); 
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(2) There exists a route rjR (1js), which has two nodes z1、z2. Then it has conditions 

that z1Nodes(xij,rj) and z2Nodes(yij,rj) which will make val(z1) val(z2); 

(3) For all the routes phP (1hk), there exist two nodes z3 and z4, within which, 

z3Nodes(xijh,ph) and z4Nodes(yijh,ph) which will make val(z3)=val(z4); 

(4) There exists a route
iv 1' .

iv 2' . … .
i

tv 1'  .
iv t'  in Paths(qi), which will make val(

iv t' )=val(
i

tv ). 

And there exists a node z'1 at Nodes( ijx' ,rj), and it will make val(z'1)=val(z2); there exists a 

node z'3 at Nodes(x'ijh,ph), and it will make val(z'3)=val(z3); 

(5) There exists a route
iw 1' .

iw 2' . … .
i

tw 1'  .
i

tw'
In Paths(qi), which will make 

val(
i

tw' )=val(
i

tw ). And there exists a node z'2 at Nodes(y'ij,rj), and it will make val(z'2)=val(z1); 

there exists a node z'4 at Nodes(y'ijh,ph), and it will make val(z'4)=val(z4). 

Among which, xij ={v|v{
iv1 , ... ,

i

tv
} and vN(rjqi)}, yij={v|v{

iw1 ,... ,
i

tw
} and 

vN(rjqi)}, xijh ={v|v{
iv1 ,... ,

i

tv } and vN(phrjqi)}, yijh={v|v{
iw1 ,... ,

i

tw } and 

vN(phrjqi)}；x'ij ={v|v{
iv 1' ,... ,

iv t' } and vN(rjqi)}, y'ij ={v|v{
iw 1' ,... ,

i

tw' } and 

vN(rjqi)}, x'ijh ={v|v{
iv 1' , ... , 

iv t' } and vN(phrjqi)}, y'ijh ={v|v{
iw 1' ,... ,

i

tw' } and 

vN(phrjqi)}。 

From Definition 2, it can be known that route rjqi is the prefix of qi. Therefore, there is 

only one node which is both in set {
iv1 , ...,

i

tv } and set N(rjqi). Then it can be concluded that 

only one node is included in xij. In a similar way, there is only one node included in 

yij,xijh,yijh,x'ij,y'ij,x'ijh and y'ijh. It can be also known that XMVD is symmetrical, namely, 

XMVD;p1,...,pkq1,…,qm|r1,…,rs is presented; if and only if 

XMVD;p1,...,pkr1,…,rs|q1,…,qm is presented. 

Case 3: In view of document tree T1’s satisfying the multiple-valued dependence of XML 

in Figure.1: 

Courses.Course.CnoCourses.Course.Student.Sno|Courses.Course.Student.Teacher.Tno. 

Here k=m=s=1, provided
1

1v .
1

2v . … .
1

1nv .
1

nv  be the case v1.v2.v8.v12, and 
1

1w .
1

2w . …
1

1nw . 1

nw  the case 

v1.v3.v11.v21. v1.v2.v8.v12Paths(Courses.Course.Student.Sno) and 

v1.v3.v11.v21Paths(Courses.Course.Student.Sno),val(v12)val(v21), satisfying condition (1) 

in definition 3.2: since x11=v8,y11=v11,x111= v2,y111=v3, 

Nodes(x11,Courses.Course.Student.Teacher.Tno)={v23}, 

Nodes(y11,Courses.Course.Student.Teacher.Tno) ={v29}. Provided z1=v23,z2=v29, within 

which z1 

Nodes(x11,Courses.Course.Student.Teacher.Tno),z2Nodes(y11,Courses.Course.Student. 

Teacher.Tno) and val(v23)val(v29), satisfying condition (2) in definition 2: 

Nodes(x111,Courses.Course.Cno)={v2},Nodes(y111,Courses.Course.Cno)={v3}, and 

val(z3)=val(z4), satisfying condition (3) in definition 2; provided 
1

1'v .
1

2'v . … .
1

1' nv .
1

n'v  be 

the case v1.v3.v10.v18, then val(
1'nv

)=val(
1

nv
), and x'11=v10,x'111=v3. Provided z'1= 

v27,z'1   Nodes(x'11,Courses.Course.Student.Teacher.Tno) and 

val(z'1)=val(z2).Provided z'3= v2,z'3  Nodes(x'111,Courses.Course.Cno),and 

val(z'3)=val(z3),satisfying condition (4) in definition 2. Provided
1

1'w .
1

2'w . … .
1

1' nw .
1'nw  be 

v1.v2.v9.v15,then val(
1'nw )=val(

1

nw ) 。 y'11=v9,y'111= v2 。 Provided z'2= 

v25,z'2Nodes(y'11,Courses.Course.Student.Teacher.Tno),and val(z'2)=val(z1). Provided 

z'4= v2,z'4Nodes(y'111,Courses.Course.Cno),and val(z'4)=val(z4),satisfying condition 

(5) in definition 2. Therefore, Tree 

T1satisfiesXMVD;Courses.Course.CnoCourses.Course.Student.Sno|Courses. 

Course.Student.Teacher.Tno. 

Definition 4 (trivial multiple-valued functional dependence of XML): Given DTD D, T is 

a complete tree that satisfies D. Provided P={p1,…,pk} and Q={q1,…,qm} are route sets of D 
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(k1,m1,(PQ)Paths(D)). If PQ or VPaths(D)(PQ), the trivial multiple-valued 

functional dependence: p1,...,pkq1,…,qm, is presented in mode D, which is called trivial 

multiple-valued functional dependence. 

Based on the definitions of XFD and XMVD above, XFD will be proved as a particular 

case of XMVD. 

Lemma 1: Given DTD D, T is a complete tree that satisfies D. Provided ph、rj、qiD, 

1hk,1im and 1js. If tree T satisfies XFD which satisfies p1,…,pkq1,…,qm, then T 

will satisfy XMVD which satisfies p1,…,pkq1,…,qm|r1,…,rs (R={r1,...,rs}D). 

Prove: Suppose that there exist two different route Cases in Paths (qi): 
iv1 .

iv2 . … .
iv 1t .

i

tv
 

and 
i

1w .
iw2 . … .

i

tw 1 .
i

tw  (1t), which satisfies val (
i

tv )val(
i

tw ). According to the definition of 

XFD, it can be known that val(Nodes(xij,pi))val(Nodes(yij,pi))=, then it can be known pi 

is key. Then, it can be concluded that it doesn’t satisfies the condition 3 of the definition of 

XMVD. Namely, there is no existence to all ph (1hk) which will have two nodes z3 and z4 

(z3Nodes(xijh,ph),z4Nodes(yijh,ph)) to make val(z3)=val(z4). Therefore, T satisfies the 

multiple-valued dependence: p1,…,pkq1,…,qm|r1,…,rs. 

Definition 5 (logical entailment) Given DTD D, and Paths(D) is a route way in D, and  

is a data dependence set in D. If each complete tree T which satisfies  also satisfies 

PQ|R or PQ, then  logically entails PQ|R or PQ, marked as ⊨PQ|R or 

⊨PQ. 

Definition 6 (Closure) Given DTD, Paths(D) is a set of all routes in D. Suppose that  is a 

mixed set of XFD and XMVD, and the set of all XFD and XMVD which is logically 

entailed by  is called the closure of XFD and XMVD, which is marked as +. Namely 

+={ PQ|R or PQ|⊨PQ|R or ⊨PQ}; and the route set PPaths(D). 

Hence, the closure of route set P which has relative to  is marked as P+. It’s a set of q 

which has all route that satisfies P→q by means of using rule of inference set from set : 

P+={route q|P→q in +}. 

Definition 7 (set equivalence) Given DTD D, T is a complete tree that satisfies D. 

Definite VPaths(D)= {p|last(p)(E2A)}. Order P={p1,…,pk} and Q={q1,…,qk}, and P and 

Q are route set of T, k1. If it satisfies last(pi)=last(qi) and the values of the end nodes of pi 

and qi are equal, the values of P and Q will be equal, marked as Pval=Q. 

 

4. Inference Rules Set 

The method of solving the decision problem of logical implication is to derive some more 

dependencies established from a group of known dependency sets. While the primary 

method when solving the decision of logical implication, in general, is to introduce inference 

rules. Correctness of inference rules means “the dependencies derived by using inference 

rules set from dependency set  are certainly in 
+
”,completeness means “all dependencies 

in 
+
 can be derived by using inference rules set in ”.The correctness ensures that all 

dependencies derived are correct, and the completeness ensures that all implicated 

dependencies can be derived. Which ensure the validity and reliability of derivation. Here is 

a group of inference rules sets under the coexistence of XFD and XMVD. 

(Reflexivity of XFD) If Q P, then PQ 

(Augmentation of XFD) If PQ and SRPaths(D),then PRQ 

(Transitivity of XFD) If PQ, QR, then PR 

(Supplement rule of XMVD) If PQ, then PR, R=Paths(D)-P-Q 

(Reflexive rule of XMVD) If Q P, then PQ; This rule can also be   defined as trivial 

multivalued dependency. 

(Augmentation rule of XMVD) If PQ, and VWPaths(D),then PWQV 

app:ds:reflexivity
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(Transmission rule of XMVD) If PQ, QV, then PV-Q 

(Plyability) If PQ, then PQ 

(Connectivity) If PQ, RQ, and there WPaths (D) meet W Q=and WR, then 

PR 

(Complement rule of XMVD) If PQ, PR, then PQR 

(Residual rule of XMVD) If PQ, PR, then PQ-R, PR-Q 

(Intersection rule of XMVD) If PQ, PR, then PQR 

(Pseudotransitivity rule of XMVD) If PQ, WQR, then WXZ-WY 

(Mixed pseudotransitivity rule) If XY, XYZ, then XZ-Y 

 

4.1. Correctness of Inference Rules Set 

The followings will prove that the Rule (1) to (14) is valid for the derivation of logical 

implication relationship between XFD and XMVD. 

To prove conveniently, it is assumable all XFD and XMVD in the following proofs are 

dependencies based on the document tree T. 

(1) Condition (1) in definition1 shows that Q P meets the definition of XFD. Therefore 

the rule is established. 

(2) Provided that XFD: PQ is established, while PRQS is not . Since PQ is 

established, when path qi meets the Condition(1) ,Definition1, it still meets Condition(1) 

,Definition1, when the left path extends to { p1,… ,pk,r1,… ,rg },②when path qi meets 

Condition(2) ,Definition3.1,if rt=qi meets the Condition(1) ,Definition1, XFD PRQis 

established when the left path set extends to { p1,… ,pk,r1,… ,rg },and it meets the 

Condition(1),Definition1; t, if r meets Condition(2) ,Definition1. Namely,Last(rt)E1 and 

val(Nodes(xit,rt))val(Nodes(yit,rt)) or Last(rt)E1 and xit=yit,then XFD PRQ is 

established; And because SRPaths(D),then PRQS is established according to 

Definition1 as for path si meets ri=si. If t,making rt fail to meet Condition(2) ,Definition1 ,it 

shows that all the instance path sets which correspond tothe left path sets are different, and in 

this case, that PRQS is established can be certainly derived.P={p1,… ,pk},1jk；

Q={q1,… ,qm},1im；R={r1,… ,rg},1tg；S={s1,… ,sh},1dh are included. 

(3) Provided that XFD PQ and QR are established, according to Definition1, as to 

two arbitrary path instance sets P1 and P2,if P1 val= P2,Q1 val= Q2 must be corresponding. And 

since XFD QR is established, as to two path instance sets Q1 and Q2, and Q1 val= Q2,R1 val= 

R2must be corresponding. Namely, to two arbitrary path instance sets P1 and P2,i if P1val= 

P2,then R1 val= R2must be corresponding. Hence, XFD PR is established.  

(4)The rule of XMVD can be derived directly by the definition of XMVD. 

(5)The rule of XMVD can be derived directly by the definition of XMVD.  

(6)Using proof by contradiction: Namely, assuming that PQ is established while 

PWQV is not. Since PQ is established, definition3 shows that there is a path
iv 1' .

iv 2' . 

… .
i

tv 1'  .
iv t' InPaths (qi), which makes val (

iv t' )=val (
i

tv ). Meanwhile, there is a crunode z'1 in 

Nodes( ijx' ,rj), which makes val(z'1)=val(z2), and there is a crunode z'3, making 

val(z'3)=val(z3)；There is a path 
iw 1' .

iw 2' . … .
i

tw 1'  .
i

tw' ,which makes val(
i

tw' )=val(
i

tw ), while, 

there is a crunode z'2 in Nodes(y'ij,rj), making val(z'2)=val(z1),and there is a crunode z'4 in 

Nodes(y'ijh,ph), making val(z'4)=val(z4). According to reflexive rule, WV is established. 

To sum up, for all paths u within PW, that there exists a path
iv 1' .

iv 2' . … .
i

tv 1'  .
iv t'  in Paths(ui) 

making val(
iv t' )=val(

i

tv ). Meanwhile, there is a crunode z'1 in Nodes( ijx' ,rj), which makes 

val(z'1)=val(z2),and there is crunode z'3 in Nodes(x'ijh,ph), which makes val(z'3)=val(z3). 

Consequently, it meets the Condition (4), Definition3. As for the rest of paths P′=Path(D)-

{PQWV},they are subsets both of Paths(D)-PQ and Path(D)-WV, which shows that arbitrary 
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paths inP′ meet Condition(5) ,Definition3. Consequently, PWQV is established, and 

thus conflicts with the assumption. 

(7) Assuming that XMVD: QV is established:According to Definition3, there is 

QV-Q. Similarly, according to Definition3, when QV-Q is established, QV is 

also established. Therefore, it is quite considerable that the condition where QV does 

not have a common path between the left and the right part. 

Each qQT(p) meets VT(p)=VT(pq), which p,q are path instances of P,Q.VT(pq)VT(p) is 

obvious. If there is a path instance vVT(p)-VT(pq),and v belongs to V-Q, then path 

instances p and q consist in some tree tuples, but not in tree tuples t , within which path 

instance sets p,q,v are all in tree tuples. It can be further deduced that QT(pv) certainly 

exclude q.   

Since QV, according to Definition3, V is only relevant to path set Q, but irrelevant to 

the other paths. Consequently V(pq)=V(q). Since VT(p)=VT(pq) is established, 

qQT(p),VT(p)=VT(q) are thus established. It can be proved that VT(pw)=VT(p) be 

established only under the condition that qQ(p), in which wW,W=Paths(D)-PV. Since 

multi-valued dependency QV fails to maintain a common path between the left and the 

right part. Consequently it shows QPW. There is a map q′ consists of Q against path 

instance set pw. According to the Definition of QT(p), q′ belongs to QT(p);And because 

QV is established, so is VT(pw)=VT(q′). Consequently, PV is established. 

(8) The inference rules can be derived by Lemma 1. 

(9) Assuming that PQ and WQ= are established, according to Definition3, 

QT(p)= QT(pw). Since RQ, then RT(p)= RT(pw).According to Definition1,it shows 

WPW, and because WR, it is reasonable that WPR by transmission rule of XFD. 

Accordingly RT(pw) only contains one element, namely, a path set value of R. And because 

RT(p)= RT(pw). RT(p) also only contains a path set value of R, which shows PR according 

to the definition or XFD. 

(10) Given that PQ and PR are established, PPQ and PQRQ are 

established according to the augmentation rule of XMVD. According to the reflexivity of 

XMVD,it shows that PQPaths (D)-PQR is established. According to transmission 

rule of XMVD, it is obvious that PPaths (D)-PQR is established. According to 

reflexivity of XMVD, it shows that PQR is established. 

(11) Given that PQ and PR are established, and according to complement rule of 

XMVD, it shows that PQR is established. According to reflexivity of XMVD, it show 

that PPaths (D)-PQR is established. According to PR and PPaths(D)-

PQR and complement rule of XMVD, P(Paths(D)-PQR)R is established. By 

reflexivity of XMVD, it is knowable that PPaths (D)-P(Paths(D)-PQR)R is 

established, that is P(Q-R)-P. According to reflexivity of XMVD, PPaths(D)-

P((Q-R)-P),namely, PPaths(D)-(Q-R),is established. Again, by reference to reflexivity 

of XMVD, it shows that P Q-R is established. The same goes for PR-Q. 

(12) Given that PQ and PR are established, and according to complement rule of 

XMVD, then PQR is established. According to reflexivity of XMVD, PPaths(D)-

PQR established. According to residual rule of XMVD and complement rule of XMVD, 

P(Paths(D)-PQR)(Q-R) established. By reference to reflexivity of XMVD, 

PPaths(D)-P(Paths(D)-PQR)(Q-R),that is P(QR)-P established. And again, 

by reference to reflexivity of XMVD P QR established. 

According to augmentation of XMVD, WPWQ, and according to transitivity of 

XMVD, it shows WPR- (WQ). 

(13) According to augmentation of XMVD, PPQ; according to reflexivity of XMVD, 

WW-PQ; and because of PQW, according to transitivity of XFD, PQW-PQ; and 

according to transitivity of XMVD,, PW-PQ. According to Joint inference rules applied 
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to PW-PQ and PQW-PQ, PW-PQ.  According to augmentation of XFD, PP 

(W-PQ). Hence, PP(W-Q) is established. According to reflexivity of XFD, PW-Q 

established. 

 

4.2. The Completeness of Inference Rules Set 

The concept of path dependency basis should be presented before proving the 

completeness of inference rules set. 

Definition9(minimal base set) gives the complete instance document tree T which meets 

DTD D and the set of path set P={P1,...,Pk}.Supposing Paths(D)= P1...Pk ,and the 

minimal base set(mdb) of P is a partition of path(D) ,S1,...,S ,then it makes : 

(1) Each Pi is the set of Sj  which operated by Complement rule. 

   (2) There is no partition which meets Condition (1) and is less than q; Meanwhile, 

1ik,1jq. 

Definition10 (dependency basis) makes  is a set of XFD and XMVD that on the 

complete instance document tree T which meets DTD D. 

Demonstration: the proof of completeness is to prove “XMVD and FD in 
+
can be 

derived by using inference rule in  ” is established  

provided that  is the set of multi-valued dependency and function dependency, making 

P={p1,...,pk},then  PP
+
,P

+
P, and P1,...,Pm  is the dependency set of Paths(D)- P

+
. 

Consequently P
+
,P1,...,Pm is a partition based on Paths(D) Hence it can be proved by T 

construction Constructing an instance document tree T constituted by tree tuples in the 

number of 2
m
 ,each tree tuple values 1 on all paths of P

+
 , and values ai,ai(0,1),on instance 

path of Pi.The document tree has the following features.Property1:for each XMVD whose 

right path set is Pi is established in T;Property2:if the right of one dependency is the non-

empty subset of Pi,then the dependency is established in T,and only if the left of the 

dependency is non-empty intersection with Pi,i=1,...,m. 

The followings will demonstrate the aforesaid two properties. 

(1) Since Pi is established in T, based on extension rule, for arbitrary path instance 

set Y, YPi is also established in T .Property1 is proved. 

(2)When the dependency is function dependency, if YPi since the value of each 

paths is equal in Pi, further, the values of all paths equal the value of path in YPi. then 

YPi  Pi Z is established; if YPi ,  Pi and 

 ,according to construction T , ZT(y) contains two values 0 and 1,according to 

 

When the dependency is multi-valued dependency, if YP i, since the value of each 

path is equal in Pi, further, the values of all paths equal the value of path in YPi, then 

YPi. For each Z  Pi and Z , YZ is established; therefore YZ is established on 

T. If YPi  Z  Pi and Z, Supposing r is a path in Pi-Z, according to constitution T, as to 

arbitrary tree elementu, there are two values 0 and 1 of ZT(y),but because Z and r must be 

assigned the same value, the value of ZT(y), ZT(yr)is only one, therefore ZT(y)ZT(yr),and 

YZ is not established on T. 

To sum up, Property 2 is proved. 

The followings will discuss when meets the conditions of completeness assumption in T. 

First of all, supposing f denotes a functional dependency in 
+
 to prove f is established in 

T. According to Definition1, f can be formalized as Qp(QPWcan be indicated as 

QPand QW),p denotes a path ,if p P
+
, since there is only one value of P

+
 in T, 

according to Definition1,f is established in T; If p P
+
, that is, p P and i=1,...,m, if the 

intersection of Q and Pi is empty, according to Definition 10,there is PPi .According to 

connectivity rule, Pp is established derived by PPi it is conflict with p P
+
. 

Therefore, Q must have intersection with Pi .According to Property 2,Qp is established in 

T . 
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Thensupposing g; QV denotes a multi- 
+
 to prove g is 

established in T .Known from the analysis of the above, function dependency QV P
+i

 is 

established in T, according to recombination, QVPi is also established in T. Then, the 

followings will prove multi-valued dependency QVPi is established in T. As to some 

i, VPi= or VPi=Pi, according to Property1,QPi is established in T, and Q  

is also established in T ;As to some i, VPi Pi , if QPi= according to extension rules, 

Paths(D)-PiV is established. According to Definition 10, PPi is established, known 

from symmetry of multi-valued dependency, P Paths(D)-Pi is established, and derived 

by transitivity of multi-valued dependency , PV-(Paths(D)-Pi)is established, further 

,PVPi 

intersection of and is not empty. According to Property 2, QVPi is established in T 

.Then as to arbitraryi QVPi is established, according to QVP
+
 and complement 

rule, QV is established in T. 

Last but not least, considering the dependency whose left is P is not in 
+
. If it is a 

functional dependency, supposing f′ whose left is P is a function dependency not in 
+
, it is 

formalized as PQ, then there is Q  P
+
, according to Definition3.10,Q must have 

intersection with some Pi .According to Definition1,if PQ established ,then PQPi 

established, according to Definition10, P
+ 

and Pi do not have intersection, hence, is 

contradictory with Property 2. Hence, PQ is not established in T; If the dependency is 

multi-valued dependency, supposing g′ whose left is P is a function dependency not in 
+
,it 

formalized as PQ ,according to Definition10,PQP
+
 and PQPi both 

established in T, then QPi  Pi(otherwise, since QVP
+
 is in 

+
,and as to arbitrary i, 

QVPi is in 
+
,then ,it contradictory with the assumption ).According to Property 2, 

PQPi is not established in T. Since PPi is established in T ,if PQ is also 

established in T ,known from intersection rule of XMVD , PQPi is established in T 

,contradicted with the assumption. Hence, PQ is not established in T. 

To sum up, the inference rules is complete. 

 

5. Conclusions 

The text, in the first place, analyzes the requirements presented by function dependency 

and multi-valued dependency of XML through a number of examples, proposed the 

formalized definition of XML function dependency and XML multi-valued dependency on 

this basis in detail. Then it further defined XML trivial function dependency and XML trivial 

multi-valued dependency. It described the definition of logical implication and coverage in 

the case of XML function dependency and  XML multi-valued dependency coexist ,gave the 

concept of path dependency set and member set, gave inference rules set in the case of XML 

function dependency and multi-valued dependency coexist ,And proved the validity and 

completeness of the rule set. 
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